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Abstract
We study a scenario in which the Fermi bubbles are formed through a Galactocentric outflow of gas and
pre-accelerated cosmic-rays (CR). We take into account CR energy losses due to proton-proton interactions
with the gas present in the bubbles, and calculate the associated gamma-ray emission. We find that CRs
diffusing and advecting within a breeze outflow result in an approximately flat surface brightness profile
of the gamma-ray emission, as observed by Fermi satellite. Finally, we apply similar outflow profiles to
larger Galactocentric radii, and investigate their effects on the CR spectrum and boron-to-carbon ratio.
Hardenings can appear in the spectrum, even in cases with equal CR diffusion coefficients in the disk and
halo [1].
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1. Introduction
A number of indications that the center of our
Galaxy feeds a wind has been found over the last
few decades. This body of evidence has been pro-
vided from observations in a broad energy range:
radio HI [2], infrared (IR) [3], and X-rays [4]. IR ob-
servations have also indicated that this wind contin-
ues further away [5], and that it may be responsible
for the larger structures observed out of the Galac-
tic plane. Absorption line features in the spectra
of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) can be used as a
probe of the structure of the gas flow: See Refer-
ence [6], whose results indicate the presence of a
coherent gas flow, consistent with an outflow being
directed away from the Galactic plane.
More recent gamma-ray and radio observations
have shown the presence of extended non-thermal
particle populations in bubble-like structures in the
halo, both above and below the Galactic center
(GC), see References [7, 8, 9, 10]. The current pic-
ture seems to indicate that cosmic-rays (CR) and
hot gas are conveyed out from the GC region into
the halo within a Galactocentric outflow.
As for the velocity of this outflow, values of
∼ 300 km/s have been suggested in the region close
to the Galactic disk (within ∼ a couple of kilopar-
secs), from the weakness of the X-ray features asso-
ciated with the edge of the bubbles [7, 11, 12, 13].
At distances ∼ 4 kpc and ∼ 9 kpc away of the
Galactic plane, observations of high velocity clouds
suggest velocities of about ∼ 150 km/s, cf. Refer-
ence [6]. Further out, towards the edges, velocities
are . 100 km/s. In radio [10], the bending observed
in the outflow at high latitudes may be related to
the motion of our Galaxy towards Andromeda (rel-
ative velocity ∼ 50 km/s).
In the present work, we study the secondary sig-
natures produced by CRs embedded in outflows.
In Section 2, we focus on the Fermi bubbles. We
then apply, in Section 3, a similar outflow velocity
profile at larger Galactocentric radii, and investi-
gate the possible traces it would leave on local CR
observables, should such an outflow exist locally.
We present our conclusions in Section 4.
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2. Fermi bubbles: CRs and gamma-rays as-
sociated with a Galactocentric Outflow
A description for the propagation of cosmic rays
in a turbulent region in which an advective flow is
present is provided by,
∂ψCR
∂t
=∇ · (D∇ψCR − V ψCR)
+
∂
∂p
[p
3
(∇ · V )ψCR
]
− ψCR
τCR
+QCR , (1)
where ψCR(r, p, t) denotes the CR density per unit
of particle momentum p, at spatial position r. Here
QCR is the cosmic-ray source term, D is the cosmic-
ray diffusion coefficient, and τCR is the cosmic-ray
lifetime in the system.
For the advective flow of the gas, as motivated
by observations, a divergence free velocity field is
adopted, of the form
V · zˆ = v0 × 2 e
1
2 (1− dz )
1 + z/d
, (2)
where v0 = 300 km s
−1, d = 1 kpc, and z is the dis-
tance to the Galactic plane. This profile broadly
encapsulates the velocity profile of a “breeze” solu-
tion for the isothermal outflow problem [15, 16].
With regards the energy source driving this out-
flow, both a past AGN outburst event (see e.g. [17,
18, 19]), and a starburst phase or a sustained out-
flow driven by star formation in the Galactic centre
(e.g. [20]) have been previously proposed. How-
ever, reference [21] claims that the present veloc-
ity data are not conclusive on the type of source
responsible for this outflow. Energetically, the
starburst-driven outflow luminosity is estimated to
be ≈ (1− 3)× 1040 erg s−1 [20]. The present level
of AGN activity from the GC (of Sgr A*) is con-
siderably below this (LSgr A∗ ∼ 1033 erg s−1), but
there is a growing body of evidence that its level in
the recent past was significantly higher [22, 23]. It
therefore currently seems plausible for either energy
source to be driving the outflow. We here choose to
keep the discussion general, adopting instead the
velocity profile of Eq. (2) as the starting point in
our calculations.
We adopt a Monte Carlo approach to solve
Eq. (1). Our results with this technique have been
compared with those obtained using an explicit dif-
ferential equation solver. We found excellent agree-
ment in all cases.
We assume that the source term QCR is located
at the GC region and constant in time. The copres-
ence of the resultant accumulated CRs with the am-
bient gas gives rise to gamma-ray bubble emission
through pi0 production generated in proton-proton
interactions. This emission may potentially account
for the observed gamma-rays from the bubbles, as
has previously been proposed by other authors [24].
We determine the level of this emission by con-
volving the accumulated CR density throughout
the outflow region with the target gas density in
the outflow. As motivated on theoretical [25],
and observational [12] grounds, we adopt a con-
stant gas density within the bubbles at the level
3 × 10−3 cm−3. In Fig. 1, we show a gamma-
ray density map and a comparison of the gamma-
ray bubble-edge profile with Fermi measurement.
For these calculations, we took a CR luminosity of
1040 erg/s for the central source. In Fig. 1 (right
panel), the origin of the diffuse gamma-ray emis-
sion in the θ > 0 region is assumed purely galactic
in origin. Should some component of the emission
from this region be extragalactic, a reduction of the
GC luminosity or bubble gas density would be re-
quired in order to account for such a reduction in
required γ-ray emission intensity.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, a flat surface brightness
profile for the bubbles is obtained when assuming
that the velocity profile in the bubbles is described
by Eq. (2). We note, however, that in reality a
range of velocity profiles can provide such a uni-
form brightness, see for example [26]. In general,
we find that for the case of a constant density am-
bient gas description, the current gamma-ray data
can be said to prefer decelerating profiles. For de-
creasing gas density profiles, a sharper fall-off in the
velocity profile, than that used in Eq. (2), would be
required.
Although the cutoff at the edge of the bubbles
is not well described by the simple constant den-
sity gas model (see red dashed line in Fig. 1), a
steeper cutoff in the γ-ray profile can be achieved
by an abrupt change in the gas density at the bub-
ble edge (see red solid line), as motivated in certain
models [20]. Another motivation for such an origin
for the bubble edges comes from a comparison of
their morphology as seen in gamma-rays [7] and in
radio [10]. If GeV protons (resp. electrons) give rise
to the γ-ray (resp. radio) emission, it would be sur-
prising that the electrons extend out to larger lati-
tudes than the protons. Such a difference between
the morphologies of the γ-ray and radio data dis-
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Figure 1: Left panel: Contours showing the log10 of the gamma-ray flux surface brightness (in cm
−2 s−1 sr−1) from the bubbles,
following CR interaction with the gas in the outflow. The different line colours indicate the corresponding contour values, cf.
values in the colour bar. Right panel: Comparison of the edge of the (1 − 2) GeV gamma-ray bubble from our model with
that from the Fermi observation analysis. We count the angle θ from the edge of the bubble. At large θ, for the energy bin
considered, further diffuse gamma-ray background [14] dominates the observed flux —the model values sit below this level in
this region. Solid line for a decrease in the gas density at the bubble edge, and dashed line for a constant density throughout.
favours simple leptonic scenarios for the γ-ray bub-
bles. However, despite these challenges, more in-
volved diffuse acceleration models supporting a sce-
nario in which both the radio and gamma-ray emis-
sion are leptonic in origin are currently viable [27].
One simple explanation for the difference in the
latitudinal profiles of the radio and gamma-ray
emissions is that both protons and electrons pos-
sess extended distributions, and that the difference
in morphology of their secondary emissions is due
to differing distributions of target gas and mag-
netic fields. A potential association of IceCube
high energy neutrinos [28], with the bubbles and
beyond [29], allows such a hadronic origin scenario
for the gamma-rays to be tested in the near future.
With regards the parameter d, which dictates the
turnover distance in the outflow velocity profile de-
scribed by Eq. (2), a comparison of the fits to the
radial gamma-ray profile of the Fermi bubbles is
provided in Fig. 2, through a consideration of the
χ2d.o.f. contours. The upper plot in this figure shows
that for the majority of the parameter space, small
values of d are problematic, with the large χ2d.o.f.
values obtained reflecting the fact that such values
lead to centrally brightened profiles, incompatible
with the flat profile suggested by the data. How-
ever, the middle and lower panels show that the re-
sults for such intermediate and “large” values of d
both show considerable regions of parameter space
able to provide sufficiently flat profiles in agreement
with that measured.
3. Local Outflow and CR Fluxes at Earth
In this Section, we study the impact that an
outflow at larger Galactocentric radii would have
on CR observables in the disk. The impacts of
winds with either constant velocities [30, 31, 32]
or velocities V (z) increasing with height z in the
halo [33, 34, 35, 36] have already been studied ex-
tensively in the literature. In the present work,
we decide instead to study the case of outflows
whose dV/dz become negative above a given height
zmax. As far as we know, such a case has not been
studied yet, with the exception of Reference [1].
We note that such velocity profiles do not corre-
spond to those expected for winds driven by cosmic-
rays. For such winds, dV/dz ≥ 0 at all z, see
Refs. [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 36], as well as the
numerical simulations of Refs. [44, 45, 46, 47]. How-
ever, the case of an outflow decelerating in the halo
is worth studying for, at least, two reasons. First,
some studies have argued that some galaxies may
fail to produce “successful”, accelerating winds with
a positive dV/dz at all heights in the halo, for in-
stance because of ram pressure from infalling mate-
rial: See e.g. Reference [48]. Second, such a profile
is preferred for the Fermi bubbles, as argued in the
previous Section. It is unclear at the present time
whether a breeze profile may apply to larger Galac-
tocentric radii or not. Therefore, it is interesting to
provide possible signatures that could confirm or
rule out such a scenario.
As a first approximation, we assume in the fol-
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Figure 2: Plots showing χ2d.o.f. contours for fits to the γ-
ray flux surface brightness profile of the Fermi-bubbles using
Fermi satellite measurements in the range θ < 2[deg.]. The
different contour plots cover a range of different cases for
the distance d, over the range: d = 0.3 kpc (top); d = 1 kpc
(middle); d = 2 kpc (bottom). In each plot, the position of
the best-fit parameters is marked with a black circle.
lowing that variations of CR propagation or source
parameters along the direction of the galactocen-
tric radius can be ignored. We then assume that V
only depends on z. We wrote a code which solves
numerically Equation (1) in planar 1D, for any ar-
bitrary profiles of V (z) and D(z, E). This code
was presented and tested in [1]. In particular, we
checked that it reproduces correctly the expected
CR density profiles in the halo for the known cases
of V=constant [30] and V (z) ∝ z [35], which are re-
spectively constant and decreasing with z. On the
contrary, the profiles V (z) we consider below result
in an increase of CR density above zmax. Hereafter,
we set ψCR = 0 at z = H as a boundary condi-
tion, where H denotes the size of the halo. The CR
density then decreases again when z → H, due to
CR escape. Such boundary conditions are widely
used in Galactic CR propagation codes, and may
correspond to the height above which the magnetic
field is too weak to confine cosmic-rays. We stress
however that, in general, the use of such conditions
is not guaranteed to be justified, and may not be a
good proxy for the actual physical picture: For in-
stance, if a strong wind is present up to large z, see
e.g. Refs. [37, 43]. In the latter case, the effective
“halo size” seen by GeV–PeV CRs corresponds in-
stead to the (energy-dependent) height above which
CR advection wins over CR diffusion. In the follow-
ing, for our breeze profiles, V (z) is small at large z,
and we stick to the aforementioned boundary con-
dition at z = H.
We calculate the steady-state distributions
ψCR(z, E) for CR protons, and ψB,C(z, E) for boron
and carbon nuclei. We calculate the production and
destruction of boron as described in Ref. [1], and
we use the cross-section values quoted there. For
the density profile of the target gas, n(z), we take:
n = 0.85 cm−3 at |z| ≤ h, and 10−3 cm−3 otherwise.
The source term QA for primary nuclei A is set to:
QA =
{ FAQCR , at |z| ≤ h (disk)
0 , at h < |z| ≤ H (halo) (3)
where FA denotes the fraction of nuclei A emitted
at the sources. The disk width is set to h = 200 pc.
For clarity, we assume below that there are no
sources of primary boron. See e.g. [32] for a non-
zero QB. We will not study here the hypothetical
case where CR trapping around their sources con-
tributes significantly to the boron-to-carbon ratio,
e.g. [49]. In such a scenario, this ratio would con-
tain little information on CR propagation on large
scales in our Galaxy, and hence little constraints on
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a local outflow. For clarity, we assume below that
D does not depend on z. We express it as:
D(E/Z) = D3GV
(
E/Z
3 GV
)δ
, (4)
for nuclei of charge Z. We set δ = 0.44 and D3GV =
2.8× 1028 cm2 s−1, which correspond to the best fit
values of Ref. [32] for H = 4 kpc. Ref. [50] also
suggested the same value for δ. We verified that
our code reproduces the expected boron-to-carbon
ratios both for the cases of “no wind”, and “wind
velocity constant with z”.
In the static regime (V = 0), the boron current
in the halo is JB,Halo = −DB∂ψB/∂z ' DBψB,0/H
(h  H). Therefore, in the static regime, the
boron-to-carbon ratio is
ψB,0
ψC,0
' σ→B
σB→ +
DB(E)
cn0hH
=
τ−1→B,0
τ−1B→,0 +
DB(E)
hH
, (5)
where indices “0” mean “at z = 0”, and σ→B,B→ =
1/cnτ→B,B→ are the production and destruction
cross-sections for boron. With the parameter val-
ues we take here, the diffusion term “DB(E)hH ” domi-
nates over the “τ” term only around the last couple
of points in the AMS-02 data [51], which is why the
slope in the data, at . a few×100 GeV/nucl, looks
flatter than 0.44. This calls for a better knowledge
of cross-sections, as also noted by [32].
In the hypothetical case of a wind with a velocity
constant with z, the “DB(E)hH ” term in Eq. (5) must
be replaced with “V/(1− exp[−HV/DB(E)])h”, cf.
Ref. [32]. Let us denote z∗ = D/V , the dis-
tance beyond which advection dominates over diffu-
sion. In this particular setup, low-energy CRs with
z∗ = D/V < H advect to the boundary, whereas
higher-energy CRs diffuse to the boundary. This in-
troduces a flattening in the boron-to-carbon ratio at
low energies (z∗ ∝ Eδ for V = constant). A value of
V larger than a few tens of km/s for H ∼ 10 kpc is
incompatible with the data. This excludes a strong
“V = constant” wind. However, the current boron-
to-carbon data does not exclude the presence of a
strong wind in general, as other wind profiles with
V 6= constant, such as V (z) ∝ z, are allowed by the
data. For winds with V (z) ∝ z, z∗ ∝
√D. For a
CR spectrum at the sources ∝ E−α, the slope of
the CR flux at Earth then tends to −α − δ/2, cf.
Reference [35].
From now on, we focus on V (z) profiles that de-
crease above a height zmax in the halo. In Figure 3,
we show eight profiles (lower panel) and their im-
pact on the CR spectrum (upper panel) and boron-
to-carbon ratio (middle panel) at z = 0. For refer-
ence, we also plot results for the “benchmark fit”
of [32] for V = 0 (thin black line). The boron-
to-carbon ratio measurements from AMS-02 exper-
iment coincide with this line. Our goal here is not to
provide a fit of the data. Instead, we take “caricat-
ural” examples of V (z) profiles with rather extreme
parameter values, so as to make the impact of these
parameters more visible. In some cases, changing
the values of some of the parameters would provide
a reasonable fit to the data.
We set the CR spectral index at the sources to
α = 2.26. We do not vary α, δ, D3GV, n(z) or h, so
as to help the reader distinguish between the con-
tributions from the different wind parameters. For
all eight profiles, V = 0 at z ≤ zmin, then increases
∝ z up to Vmax at z = zmax, and then decreases on
a typical length scale d′:
V (z) =

0 , at |z| ≤ zmin
Vmax(z−zmin)
zmax−zmin , zmin < |z| ≤ zmax
Vmax
1+(z−zmax)/d′ , zmax < |z| ≤ H
(6)
Each of these scenarios is represented by the same
line type and colour in each panel of Fig. 3. Let us
denote by A (resp. B) the thick (resp. thin) red
solid lines in Fig. 3, C (resp. D) the thick (resp.
thin) green dashed lines, E (resp. F) the thick (resp.
thin) magenta dotted lines, and G (resp. H) the
dark (resp. light) blue dashed-dotted lines. We take
zmin = 200 pc for {A,B,C,D}, and 2 kpc otherwise.
zmax = 1 kpc for {A,B,C,D}, 2.8 kpc for {E,F},
and 10 kpc for {G,H}. Vmax = 60 km/s for {A,B},
and 600 km/s otherwise. d′ = 2 kpc for {A,C,E},
5 kpc for H, and 20 kpc otherwise. H = 5 kpc for
{A,C,E}, and 50 kpc otherwise.
In all cases, when the CR energy is sufficiently
high for diffusion to win over advection at all z,
the problem simplifies to a basic leaky-box with
homogeneous diffusion coefficient. Spectra (upper
panel) then all tend to ∝ E−α−δ=−2.7, e.g. above
∼ 100 GeV (resp. ∼ 10 PeV) for A (resp. G). Case
A shows that a weak outflow with such a profile in-
troduces a turnover in the CR spectrum at low en-
ergies. This might explain the turnover measured
below ∼ 10 GeV from molecular clouds. The out-
flow reduces the “box” (in which low-energy CRs
diffuse and can come back to z = 0) to an effec-
tive size z∗  H, where z∗(E) is the height where
advection wins over diffusion. For these low-energy
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Figure 3: CR flux (upper panel) and B/C ratio (middle
panel) at z = 0, for the outflow profiles displayed in the
lower panel (20 kpc < z ≤ 50 kpc not shown). We do not
try to fit the data. D3GV = 2.8 × 1028 cm2 s−1, δ = 0.44,
h = 200 pc, H = 5 or 50 kpc (see end of lines on the right
panel), n(z) = 0.85 cm−3 for |z| ≤ h and 10−3 cm−3 oth-
erwise, CR spectrum at sources ∝ E−2.26, and total power
injected in CRs at |z| ≤ h in this region of the disk set to
≈ 3.3× 1039 erg pc−2 yr−1. Each scenario is represented by
the same line type on each panel, see text. Thin black line
for V = 0, H = 4 kpc, and other parameters unchanged.
CRs, advection dominates in the region of large V
around z = zmax. This region then acts as a bot-
tleneck for them. A small turnover also occurs in
the boron-to-carbon ratio. When increasing the ex-
tent of the wind, and then the size ∆z of the region
in the halo in which V is greater than a fraction
of Vmax, the turnover is shifted to higher energy:
Indeed, in this case, a larger D(E) is required for
diffusion to win over advection, see curves B. The
CR flux at high energies in case B is ten times larger
than in case A, because we kept D3GV fixed in these
examples, and did not rescale it with H.
Increasing Vmax also increases the energy of the
aforementioned feature, see C and D. More inter-
estingly, CRs below this energy that can come back
to z = 0, probe the part ∝ z of the wind, because
z∗ ≤ zmax for them. Since zmax  zmin(≈ 0) in C
and D, this results in a “V (z) ∝ z” scenario [35],
and the CR spectrum (resp. boron-to-carbon ra-
tio) slope tends to −α − δ/2 (resp. −δ/2) at low
energy, see green lines in Fig. 3. On the contrary, if
one increases the altitude zmin of the launching of
the wind, the CR spectrum (resp. boron-to-carbon
ratio) slope tends to −α − δ (resp. −δ), as for the
“V = 0” scenario: See the magenta lines for the
cases E and F. This is due to the fact that, at these
low energies, zmin  z∗ − zmin. Therefore, low-
energy CRs see a small, energy-independent, effec-
tive leaky-box of height ≈ zmin. In the cases E and
F, zmax−zmin  zmin, and, with increasing CR en-
ergy, there is a “quick” transition to a bigger box of
effective size ≈ H: The slopes of the magenta CR
spectra are ≈ −α− δ both at low and high energies
in the energy range displayed in the upper panel.
For the case G, there is a hint of a smooth transi-
tion, at low energy, from a ∼ −α−δ to a ≈ −α−δ/2
slope. Indeed, zmin has the same large value as in
case F, but, for G, zmax−zmin is not small compared
to zmin. It is interesting to note that G and H are
not far from fitting the existing experimental data
for the boron-to-carbon ratio, despite having veloc-
ity profiles very different from the V = 0 profile of
the “benchmark fit” (thin black line). The impact
of d′ on the CR spectrum is visible by comparing G
with H. H, the profile with a faster fall off at high
z, achieves the transition between the two limiting
regimes in a smaller energy interval. A hardening
(upturn) is also present in the boron-to-carbon ra-
tio for the cases D, F, and H.
Green, magenta, and blue lines show a harden-
ing in the CR spectrum around ∼ 1010−13 eV, due
to the launching of a wind in the halo. For some
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parameter values, it is possible to make it coincide
better with the one measured at 200 GV in the CR
spectra by PAMELA, CREAM and AMS-02 exper-
iments. Thence, even in the limiting case of equal
D in the disk and in the halo, such a hardening
may arise from the launching of a breeze or wind.
This argument is valid for cases with dV/dz > 0
above zmax too. As noted above, similar harden-
ings also appear in the boron-to-carbon ratio. This
does not contradict the experimental data, provided
that the hardening is concealed at higher energies,
or remains within the systematics of the detectors.
Regarding the second of these possibilities, conflicts
in secondary to primary ratios have been reported
in existing data sets, cf. Ti/Fe ratio by HEAO-3-
C3 [52], ATIC-2 [53], and comparison to the boron-
to-carbon ratio [51].
4. Conclusions and perspectives
We presented in Section 2 a hadronic model of
the Fermi bubbles. Assuming that they result from
a Galactocentric outflow carrying pre-accelerated
cosmic-rays, we calculated the gamma-ray emis-
sion produced by the CRs interacting with the gas
present in the bubbles. We showed that outflows
decelerating with distance to the Galactic disk can
reproduce the flat gamma-ray surface brightness of
the bubbles, in accordance with the measurements
from Fermi satellite. Our description for the out-
flow profile is enclosed in breeze solutions of isother-
mal winds.
Motivated by the above findings, we studied in
Section 3 the impacts that similar types of outflow
profiles would have on the CR spectra at Earth,
should such outflows exist at larger Galactocentric
radii. Competition between CR diffusion and ad-
vection in the halo can produce an inflection point
in the CR spectrum at z = 0. A hardening can
appear in the CR spectrum due to the launching of
a wind or breeze in the halo, even in the hypothet-
ical, limiting case of equal CR diffusion coefficients
in the halo and disk.
Although a breeze outflow scenario is currently
only motivated for the outflow from the GC region,
we conclude from the above results that future ob-
servations should be able to test its presence or ab-
sence at larger radii, thanks to local CR observ-
ables.
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